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T
he Americar. Creat Plains is a physiographic region in the 
l'nited Stat~ which exhibits considerable physical and 
economical roherence. but which defies precise de
lineation. _\lthough considerable debate has been 

associated with the location of its eastern physical margins, 
geographers have tended to accept Nevin M. Fenneman's 1914 con
clusion that the Great Plains was a physically identifiable region in 
the United Staes and that -the name Creat Plaim is so firmly attach
ed to this region by custom that it must be retained."1 Whether you 
accept one system of lxlUndaries or another, parts of Kansas have 
been included as part of ewry Great Plains region proposed. As a 
Kansas geoprapher I can recognize the physical and corresponding 
economic differen(.."e5 behHen eastern and western Kansas, but I 
have difficulty in recognizing the cultural differences in Kansas 
which many studies of the Great Plains region propose are unique to 
the region. The purpose of this paper is to explore the possibilituy 
that folklore might be a useful tool to delineate a cultural boundary 
between thf: Creat Plains and Central Lowland regions in 
Kansas. 

The problem5 of defining physiographic subdivisions is com
plicated in any region. but it is partieularly diWcult in plains states 
where impressi\'e local relief among the landforms is missing. Nevin 
Fenneman, in his classic study of the physiography of the western 
United States, de\·eloped a boundary of the Plains border which 
roughly cuts acr0S5 the Cretaceous system in the outerops of the 
Dakota formation of the Smoky Hills, across the Great Bend Prairie 
in central Kansas. and acrOss the escarpments of the Red Hills in 
southern Kansas.1: Fenneman's observations in 1931, contradicted 
the WOrk of George I. Adams who in 1903 published a map of the 
physical features which is very much like the one used today by the 
State Ceological Sur\"{~y and which made the erests of the Flint Hills 
uplands the boundary beh~..een the Central Lowlands and the Creat 
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Plains. J The work of Adal11~ wu~ lar~ly rl'aHirmed by Juhn C. Frye 
and Adll. SWineford in I!J-I!l. ill lh(' Traruacliom oj !hl' Kama.\ 
Academy oj Science. 4 Not "nl~' did they accept the Flint BiUs 
margin between the Great Plll.in~ and Centrll.1 Lowlands, they ulso 
accepted, with minor mooHicaliom. the major subdivisions pro-
posed by Adam.~. 

We must recognize the inherent difficulties in drawing exact 
regional boundaries in a .....orld where broad zones of transition are 
mure often observed in the field. When confronted with a prohlem 
of indistinct topographical landforms upon whieh to make deci
siems, geographers have tended to look for reinforcing data as in
dicaloT.'i of change. Historical and cultural data have becn c<ln· 
sidered in some of these cases. 

It is fascinating to consider the historical geography of the 
Great Plairt'i region where such contradictory information about its 
potential usefulness .....as publicized to the nation. Prior to the Civil 
War, westward migration passed over the region because its climate 
was believed to be too hostile and its topography too barren to sup
port a productive economy. This was the "Great American Desert." 
better left to the Indian and buffalo. As travelers travened the 
Great Plairt'i enroute to more fertile lands in the Far West, they 
became aware that the land was not desert-like. The American 
perception of the Great Plains gradually changed and by 1854, the 
Plairt'i had become part of the typical interior frontier, Railroad 
brochures extolled the "Plains" virtues as William Gilpin's "pastoral 
li/:ardens of the World,"$ 

The desert image was an exaggeration. but probably not much 
more of an exaggeration than the gllrden image which replaced 
it. Wagons rolling eastward out of Kansas during the 1861 drouth 
were observed to carry signs, "In God we trusted. in Kansas we 
busted." The Great Plains has been ealled a crucible which moulded 
and formed the character of its inhabitants. The cultural geographer 
is interested in the uniqueness of the social c<lndition whieh resulted 
from the human-environmental confrontation, The difficulty h in 
trying to identify or to test for the unique cultural response and to 
define its limits or boundary. 

As early as 1931, Walter Prescott Webb. reported that the 
Greal Plains cultural environmenl extended far outside its regional 
borders,e It is doubtful today whether any part of Kansas can be 
described as unique in terms o( its Jlc.·ople Il.nd values. Its central 
location and the settlement history of migrants from eastern states 
and foreign lands have tended to nlll.kl' it, if not a melting pat. at 
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least a miniatun> replica of thl' IJlr~t'r ~·hole. Ethnic migrators lind 
established American st'tllers from ca~lcrn state5 can be found in 
both eastern and western lucsHOll... , The historian. Carl Becker. 
wrote in 1910. the rear Kaosll5 recorded the largest number of 
foreign born residenl:5. that 

the i.:aJUal 'p'rit it the Amt"Tkan .piri! double dillilJ....J. It u a ne-.,. pafter pro
duct of :\meriocan mdl.'idualUm. Americlul idealism. American iolok,anoe. KIIJI
5&S iJ America in micfO(.'(IIm. 

No study of the Kansas culture could exclude the Turner thesis 
first advanced in 1893. Frederick Jackson Turner proclaimed that 
the central fact of American existence has been the experience of the 
advancing settlement frontier and its affect on thc rest of the coun
try and later generations. Turner maintained that the American na· 
tional character was forged on the frontier and the meaning of 
American histo~- can be undentood only in the light of the peculiar 
social, economic and psychological conditions of the Frontier. B 

Although it is highly improbable that historicRl evidence can ever be 
put together to substantiate the Turner thesis about the influence of 
the frontier on the whole of American culture, there is reason to 
believe that the culture of Kansas represents important fonlier in
fluences and that the Great Plains was one of the last Amcrican fron
tiers. The frontier innuence in Kansas was not exclusively a Great 
Plains phenomenon. Kansas was !ieUled from the east to the west 
after the Kamas Territory was established in 1854. All parts of Kan
sas had further settlements between 1854 and 1890. 

Donald O. Cowgill, in an article entitled, ··Cultural Values in 
Kansas," identified nine dominant cultural values which are a com
bination of typically American values and those which might be 
iillOCiated with a frontier influence or some combining of both.~ 

Among those frontier values or traits might be listed the willingness 
to gamble for large stakes, and the ability to endure hardships with 
not only resignation, but also good humor. The geographic problem 
in the list is trying to determine if there is a regional distinction 
among the cultural values, Other lists of traits or Great Plains 
characteristiC5 behaviors can be identified fron the literature. Carl 
Fredrick Kraenzel in the Great P!aim in Transition lists the creation 
of necessary reserves, the introduction of flexibility into social opera
tions, and the acquisition of mobility as necessary fOr a social system 
to survive in the Great Plains. Lo E. Cotton Mather in Regions oj the 
United State<>, "The American Great Plains" wrote that certain 
cultural trait<; hllve persisted since early settlement and are promi· 
nent throughout the region. They are the romantic aura of the 
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eowboy, the transit chantt'h"f of thl , re~jon. and its preoccupation 
with biKnes,~ or cultural JllI"J.:aJophelia. 11 Thomas Saarinen in 
Perception of the Droul" JJoz(ml (HI the Greal Plains identifies cer
tain personality traits which characterize Creal Plains wheat 
farmers. They inc:lude the them.:: of personal determination. humor 
related to the dust and drouth, and the attitude of peMonal 
helples.<;ne!i.~ in the face of environmental hazards, Ii 

Because there has bttn Jittle research on the Creat Plains in 
Kansas as II culture region beyond attempts to theorize about social 
phenomena, it seemed logical to explore an historical-cultural ap
proach to find II way to verify commonly advanced notions or obser
vations about Creat Plains cultural characteristics. In cultural 
geography the limits or boundaries of a cultural characteristic have 
been studied through the e:<amination of house types, field patterns, 
language distributions, religious distributions, population distribu
tions, and even folk tales. Joan Walker Miller's study of the Ozark 
Region in the Anna4 of the Association of American Geographers, 
demonstrated the possibilities and contribution of traditional 
materials to the understanding of a geographic region. 13 Although 
Carl Sauer once referred to this kind of research as one of the "lesser 
line§ of historical field work,"u it seemed like a reasonable approach 
because to produce folklore there must be a people who have 
presen'ed a common culture in geographic and occupational isola
tion (0 de"'elop a disli ncth'e expression of fantasy. The tales produc
ed are supposed to reflect imaginative reaction.~ to the material con
ditions of their lives if there is sufficient separation from ne'ghborinp; 
peoples by barrier~ of language, national heritage, occupations, 
geop;raphk conditions, or any combination of these (actors.l~ Conse
quently, I ehose to develop a pilot study to test Kamas folklore as a 
potential data b~ for gaining additional understanding of the 
culture of Kansas. Examination of folklore materials caused me to 
note that folklorists are systematic in their collection of data. usually 
noting the location and date of items collected. 

T ......o of the cultural values or traits found in the literature cited 
seemed to lend themselves to this kind of inquiry. One ,was the 
humor related to dust and drouth and the other the preoccupation 
wilh bigness or cultural mep;alophJlia. Drouth in Xansas influenees 
all parts of the state and would nol likely have a boundary, so 1 
chose to hypothesizt: that megalophilia would likely be concentrated 
in the traditional patterns as an oral 'ransmi~sion in the Cn"o! Plains 
relorion of Kansas. In order to MIllPurt thi~ premise. I examined the 
publCihed collections of some of thl' foremo.~t Xamas folklorists, 
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Samuel Sackett. William Koch. Illnd P.J. Wyatt and researched 
newspapers and historical collections for Kamas anecdotes which 
might illustrate megalophilia. 

The folklore is part of a fictional world, a never·ne\,er land of 
make-believe and is passed along in the oral tradition of a people. 
The two most completely developed tall tales in Kamas concern li.m 
Kaman and Johnny Kaw. Jim Kansan who was so large he ate a tub 
of oatmeal and a slab of sow-belly and drank a gallon of milk every 
morning for breakfast, was the apparent creation of K. O. Epsing, 
superintendent of schools at Council Crove. le Johnny Kaw. who 
started each day with four cubic yards of pancake!'i covered with a 
gallon of good sorghum molasses washed down with a half-boiler of 
black coffee, was the Manhattan giant created by George 
Filinger. n A statue of Johnny Kaw has been ere.cted in the Manhat. 
tan City park. Both 0{ these tall tales emerged on the margins of the 
Flint Hills, but unfortunately neither character probably es.isted in 
the oral tradition of the Kamas people. The stories surrounding both 
characters would qualify as pOplore or fakelore by folklorist Richard 
Dorson's standards. Ie The fact that the stories of Johnny Kaw were 
written as part of the Manhattan Centennial celebration and are 
distributed by the Manhattan Chamber of Commerce, Ie and that 
the Jim Kaman stories extol the tourist attractiom of Historic Coun
cil CrOve attest to the commercial, not traditional origin of the
stories. Their appearance in the 1950's are reminiscent of the Paul 
Bunyon storie!'i created by William B. Loughead around 1910 as an 
advertisement for the Red River Lumber Company,2(l and the 
Nebraska giant Febold Feboldson, conjured up by Nebraske.n 
Wayne Carrol for his lumber company in 1923.1' It would not be 
possible to determine the persistent existence of megalophilia on the 
Great Plaim from any of these stories. That leaves many less gran
diose folktales upon which to base our judgement. 

One of the best examples of the exaggeration of distance or size 
in Kansas folklore was coUected by P.J. Wyatt in Waubansee 
County (which is not in the Creat Plains). It is a story of a conversa
tion between a man and his uncle about clear skies and seeing a 
great dutance in Kansas. The uncle could see a fly crawlin' around 
on the Capitol dome twenty. five miles away. But his nephew who 
couldn't see it knew it was there because he could hear it crawlin·. B2 

From Lane County in western Kansas there is an Ole Olson story 
about the biggest strawstack in the world. Ole says in the story,"...1 
sure like Western Kamas, because everything's so big out here. I feel 
kind of big myself."13 Other stories involving distance and size 
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related to the width and dq.lh lit tToiCk\ in the ~rollnd dmin~ a 
drouth. Frances Normandin l·"l1l ...·hu a typical story anout a do,l{ 
which feU into one such crad.. and couldn't get out. A sixteen fool 
chain was let down into the t'rad.. to help retrieve the dog but was 
dropped by mistake. The ne"t morning the chain could still be heard 
rattling and jangling as it fell.'!~ Th~ stories and others like them 
illustrate megalophilia but do no! occur in large enough numben in 
the literature nor exclusi ....ely in the Creat Plains culture region. 
They are inconclusive. 

A large number of size exaggerated stories had to do with the 
growth of crops, particularly corn. Corn was Kanc;as' major crop 
and was grown widely aetas:; the state in the early decades following 
statehood. But since corn was a statewide crop, particularly adapted 
to the more humid eastern plains. it is not possible to link all these 
stories to the Great Plains or to use them to delineate a boundary. 
One corn folktale collected in the Kansas Federal Writers Project 
tells of the enormous corn stalks which, of course, were grown on ex
tremely large fields. The story telbi of one man whose lield was so 
wide that by the time the mortgage was recorded on the west side, 
the mortl'!:a~ on the east side had come due. The hired man and 
hired girl, following their wedding, went out to milk the cows that 
grazed on the west side. Whey they returned they had a child one 
year old. This story does illustrate megalophilia and raising com.l~ 

Of even more interest is the paucity of exaggerated folktales 
about wheal. One such story, reported in Kansas Folklore, 
originated in Caldwell and describes wheat so plump that one ker
nal would make a Joa£ of bread.~b Interestingly, I found no wheat 
folktales which were collected in ~tern Kansas, but unfortunately 
there were not enough wheat folktales altogether to draw a conclu
sion about their geographical importance. This illustrates one of the 
difficulties of using folklore for research purposes. Does the resear
cher count the number of folktales to determine significance or does 
one evaluate the quality if the folktale-its source and originality. 

There were a large number of tall sunflower tales and pumpkin 
tales, but the location of the folktales were rarely given. They pro
vided no insight into the problem of delineating the Great Plains 
boundary. 

There are many folktales in Kansas which refer to the dimen
sions of climatological phenomena. Big winds, great cyclones, large 
hailstones, bUnding dustorms. and great blizards are frequent 
themes in Kansas folklore. The years 1873-1877 were known for the 
grasshopper infestation. Le~end has it the cowboys saddled the 
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lan...'t"r grasshoppt'rs for p(lnil'~ Tilt, rlllktaIL'~ which were inspired hy 
th~ hardships are mon' rt,IUtl'1.l to 1111' humor which enabll"S peoplp 
to condure hardships than cultur~1 lllt'!~alophilia. The early settlt'n 
10\.-ed a good story-or a lie for it... own sake. Perhaps even more im. 
portant. b~' exaggerating the hard,hip.~ they endured and the 
calamaties that befell them. ther were able. paradoxically enough, 
to cut them down to size. 

The folklore of Kansas tells much about thc human condition as 
people attempted to adapt to the land and climate. It does not pro
...;de much llSSistance in defining the Creat Plains-Central 
LO\.\-lands boundary. Megalophilia. however, is a recurring theme 
io Kansas folklore. The very nature of the oral transmission of 
folktale5 in an area known for i1:5 mobility and transit propensities 
may cause the diffusion of the folktales beyond their original boun
daries and lessen the probabilities that they will represent a unique 
cultural characteristic of a specific region, This might be a fruitful 
direction for additional research on this topic. 

Emporia State University 
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